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Introduction 

WuXi NextCODE (WXNC) is a company that branched out from deCODE and was             

officially established in Iceland in 2013. WXNC focuses on deeper scientific           

understanding for disease and underlying biology using genomics. Their service is           

mostly based on the GOR query language which is a product of WXNC and it’s the                

world’s most scalable and efficient architecture for genomic data. Because GOR is            1

not an easy language for the average user, WXNC has built two tools on top of                

GOR, each with their own purpose: Sequence Miner and Clinical Sequence Analyzer            

(CSA). In CSA, users can follow customized case workflows to set up a study,              

identify genes and variants of interest, perform variant curation, generate clinical           

reports from study findings and more.  

 
Fig 1: The tools that WXNC has built for use of the GOR query language 

 

This project revolved around improving an existing configuration interface within          

studies while also implementing a CRUD service for it. These configurations (Study            

customizations) exist within Study types which is a part of Studies in CSA, this can               

be seen in the explanation picture below (see figure 2). 

A study type is a description of the tools and workflow a clinician will use for                

their genetic analysis in a given study. The study type contains, among other things,              

1 https://www.wuxinextcode.com/technology-and-capabilities/ 
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a complicated configuration of data queries specifically designed to help the analyst            

find the interesting mutations in their patients. This configuration is maintained with a             

simplistic interface directly onto a JSON structure. This interface can be hard to work              

with, especially users that are not familiar with JSON. 

 
Fig 2: Each section in the Clinical Sequence Analyzer. 
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Methodology 

For organizing workflow, the team explored many popular options, including Scrum           

and Extreme programming. The Kanban methodology was chosen, because it is           

very open-ended which allowed our team to adapt it to our needs. This decision was               

finalized after a meeting with WXNC’s agile coach, who gave us feedback and good              

advice. This chapter defines the team’s adaptation of the Kanban workflow. 

Structure 

The Kanban board was comprised of the following phases: Backlog, To-do,           

Planning, W.I.P., Testing and Done. Kanban cards were added to the Backlog when             

new tasks arose. Cards higher up on the board had higher priority. Additionally,             

cards and time spent on them were counted in order to gauge progress and              

efficiency. 

The team set the following rules for the Kanban board: 

● All text on the cards must be concise and should be easy to read. 

● Programming tasks use green post-it notes, report tasks use pink and other            

tasks will use yellow or orange. 

● The board must be in a spot where it is always visible. 

● The board is to be maintained by all members of the team.  

Working hours and time management 

The team agreed to work on Mondays and Wednesdays from 9 to 5, and from 12 to                 

5 on Tuesdays. This added up to 21 hours a week allocated to work on the project.                 

During the last three weeks the team agreed to work full time. Each card on the                

To-do list represented a task or feature to be finished during that week. When moved               

over to the To-do phase a card was given an estimate of how long it would take to                  

finish. An arbitrary unit of 1, representing about 8 hours of work for a team of two                 

was used. Cards given a 0.5 should thus take about half a workday to finish. 
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Cards 

Cards represent tasks to be finished. When moved from the Backlog over to the              

To-do phase each card was given an estimate of how long it would take to finish. If a                  

card was deemed too big it was broken down into smaller tasks. The size of smaller                

tasks was easier to estimate, so preferably tasks would have taken less than 1 day               

to finish. A maximum of 8 cards between the To-do and Planning phases was set               

and 2 cards in the W.I.P. and Testing phase. The goal was to maximize efficiency               

and finish tasks on time, rather than work on many at once. 

At the end of each week the team planned to count the hours estimated for               

finished tasks to compare with actual logged work. This was decided to give an idea               

of the accuracy of estimates, as well as give a good overview of progress and               

efficiency of the process. As hoped, this information helped us see how our time was               

spent and allowed us to fine-tune the workflow and increase productivity. 

Roles 

All team members had the same role during development. Team members were            

working on the same or similar cards to maximize the involvement of each team              

member in every aspect of our product. This was recommended by the company’s             

agile coach for smaller teams using Kanban until more experience with the            

methodology was acquired. The team set up a working agreement to maximize            

understanding and expectations of each team member. 

The product owner was WXNC and the main contact for the team was Árni              

Einarsson, team leader of the CLA team. Other contacts from within the team were              

also provided to us in case of Árni’s absence. 
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Environment 

Technical environment 

Integrated Development Environment 

Initially, the team agreed to be flexible and allow the use of any IDE. Soon after                

coding began, everyone in the team was using Visual Studio Code and this             

remained true until the end of the project. Redux Dev Tools, a handy browser plugin               

was utilised to aid in development when Redux was introduced to the project. It              

provides a comprehensive overview of the global state of the project during runtime. 

Version control system 

The team used Git for version control, as WXNC decided to give us Github access to                

a fork of an existing repository on Bitbucket. The team used accounts managed by  

WXNC to get access for obvious security reasons. All team members have prior             

experience with Git and GitHub. 

Testing and deployment 

We set up an automatic deployment pipeline through Travis to make sure that all              

code that went into deployment was tested and working. Testing was done through             

Jest and Travis ran our tests on all commits made to the ‘master’ branch. 

Documentation 

All reports and other necessary information were kept on a collective Google Drive             

folder. 

Communication 

For contact communication the team used a Slack channel. The channel included            

the team and our main WXNC contacts. The team also regularly booked meetings             
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with various employees to gain further understanding of the project and the inner             

workings of the system. 

Physical environment 

WXNC provided the team with a small office to which the team had full access to                

during the project. The team was provided with whiteboards and other office supplies             

to help build the Kanban board. The team had access to meeting rooms and              

on-premise staff to answer any questions or concerns as needed. The company            

supplied the team with guest cards to freely roam the workplace. About halfway             

through the project extra screens to work on were provided by the company, this              

proved very helpful. 
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Meetings 

Team meetings 

Daily stand-up 

For each full working day, the team did a short stand-up meeting in the morning. At                

this meeting each team member talked about what they’d done since the last             

stand-up, what they were doing at the moment and what they had planned for the               

day. 

Planning and Retrospective 

At the start of each work week the team shortly went over which tasks would be                

worked on for that following week. Tasks were chosen from the backlog the week              

before and broken into smaller, more manageable tasks. 

Retrospective meetings were held at the end of every two weeks and one             

week in the last three weeks. The retrospectives lasted about 30 minutes and were              

used to reflect on past events. At these meetings the team discussed how they felt               

the work had been which was then documented and the next week planned. 

Demonstrations 

As well as the three course-scheduled check-up meetings, three demos were initially            

planned for the web development team at WXNC. When we reached the end of our               

project we had only been able to hold two demos. Regardless, these demos and the               

feedback from the web team helped us gain insight into what needed to be              

improved. 

Instructor Meetings 

Meetings were scheduled with our instructor every week. During these meetings we            

discussed the state of the project and what we had planned for the coming weeks.               
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We were able to receive feedback and help from our instructor as needed. These              

meeting took place at the WXNC offices.  

Requirement Analysis 

While working on the projects requirements we decided to make a burn-up. We             

created a timeline and went over our definition of done. From there we worked our               

way backwards to define what needed to be done at each stage in the project. With                

this we were able to define the tasks needed to setup a backlog. The tasks in the                 

backlog are ordered by priority which is explained here below.  

Priorities explained 

● A: Necessary for the minimum viable product 

● B: Useful for the final product 

● C: Nice to have 

● -: not applicable 

Backlog 

In the backlog we listed the tasks needed to be finished along with relevant              

information about it, such as description, type, time estimate, priority and status. 

The Description column describes the task in a short summary. Type covers            

what type of work is to be done, if we felt like it could not be categorized specifically                  

we listed them as Other. The time estimate is based on our unit of time covered                

earlier in the report. The tasks that do not have a time estimate registered were               

worked on before the team decided on a particular time unit to use. The next column                

lists up our priority for the tasks. The last column covers the status of the task. 
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# Description Section Time 
estimate Priority Status 

1 Get access to Slack Other  A Done 

2 Create time registration sheet Report  A Done 

3 Set up Dev environment Programming  A Done 

4 Project explanation, working agreement and workflow Report  A Done 

5 Presentation for other students Other  A Done 

6 React review Programming  A Done 

7 1st Status meeting Other 1 A Done 

8 Backlog, Risk analysis, progression etc. reports Report 2.75 A Done 

9 Get access to WXNC guidelines Other 0.25 A Done 

10 Dynamic JSON renderer and minimum CSS Programming 4 A Done 

11 Simple Backend API to get Programming 0.5 A Done 

12 Travis-github integration Programming 2 A Done 

13 UI design prototype Programming 3 A Done 

14 Get and display JSON data correctly Programming 2 A Done 

15 Edit default query locally Programming 2 A Done 

16 Draw component setup Other 0.25 A Done 

17 Look into JEST and react testing Programming 1.25 A Done 

18 2nd Report update (progression) Report 1 A Done 

19 Query list and query list item (component) Programming 2 A Done 

20 Nav bar and nav bar item (component) Programming 1 A Done 

21 Query general (component) Programming 1 A Done 

22 2nd Status meeting Other 1 A Done 

23 1st Demo with Árni Other - - Done 

24 Query Details (component) Programming 1 A Done 

25 Query input (components) dropdown/text Programming 2 A Done 

26 Query parameters (basic implementation) Programming 1 A Done 

27 Query drill ins (basic implementation) Programming 2 A Done 

28 React redux fetch from API Programming 2 A Done 

29 Dispatch to store Programming 3.5 A Done 

30 Redux connect to components Programming 3 A Done 

31 Query drillins (optimize implementation) Programming 2 A Done 

32 Standalone app create repo and move changes Programming 1.5 A Done 

33 App integrating wuxi components Programming 2 A Done 
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34 Webpack config Programming 3 A Done 

35 Query param (optimized implementation) Programming 4 A Done 

36 Dispatch edit to store Programming 2 A Done 

37 Configure differentials Programming 2 A Done 

38 Update state of components Programming 2 A Done 

39 Submit changes to redux Programming 3 A Done 

40 Travis-github integration for standalone app repo Programming 2 A Done 

41 Setting up jest for standalone app Programming 1 A Done 

42 3rd Report update (progression) Report 3 A Done 

43 Search Programming 1 A Done 

44 "Change tab" as dropdown Programming 0.5 A Done 

45 Post to API when submitting Programming 1.25 A Done 

46 Final report Report 0.5 A Done 

47 Final code review Programming 0.5 A Done 

48 Proptypes Programming 0.5 B Done 

49 CSS design and implementation Programming 3 B Done 

50 3rd Status meeting Other 1 B Done 

51 "Move query to tab" confirmation modal Programming 0.5 B Done 

52 Add new tab functionality Programming 1 B Done 

53 Navbar always on top Programming 0.25 B Done 

Table 1: Project backlog 

 

As table 1 shows, we completed all tasks with A and B priority, the tasks we felt were                  

necessary and useful to have for our final product. Only two tasks had been set up                

with C priority, the settings tab and a user manual.  

We felt like the settings tab would be useful but because of the data              

complexity and time it would take to understand and implement, it would not be              

needed for our final product. It would also have been nice to have a user manual, but                 

as we didn’t think it was crucial for the user to have, we decided to only work on it if                    

there was time for it. 
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Risk Analysis 

The team made a risk analysis to better understand problems we might run into              

during the course of the project. We gave each risk probability and impact factors              

(1-5). We calculated the exposure of each risk by multiplying its probability and             

impact. We assigned each risk to one or more team members, who were tasked with               

preventing the risk from happening and if it did, minimize the consequences. The             

Prevention and Minimize loss sections were so the team had a plan to prevent risks               

from happening. The impact log were filled in over the course of the project with the                

risks we ran into and how they were dealt with. 

Probabilities explained 

● 5: Almost certain it will happen 

● 4: Very likely to happen 

● 3: Medium odds of happening 

● 2: Not likely to happen 

● 1: Very unlikely to happen 

Impact explained 

● 5: A wall is hit and many or most aspects can't be worked on 

● 4: The project slows down considerably 

● 3: Certain aspects of the projects are slowed down 

● 2: The team is under more workload than usual 

● 1: Mild discomfort for the team 
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# Risk Probability 
(1-5) 

Impact 
(1-5) 

Exposure
(1-25) 

Responsibility 

1 Heavy workload in other 
courses 

4 4 16 Emil 

Prevention Plan our future projects well and keep all team members in the loop when we have 
big due dates coming up. 

Minimize loss Reschedule meetings or work sessions and possibly come in on the weekends 

Event Log 05.02.19: Kristófer could not come to the office because of a deadline in another 
course 

25.03.19: Emil took a personal day because of other school projects 

26.03.19: Kristófer took a personal day to focus on other school projects 

27.03.19: Bergrós and Emil left early to focus on other school projects 

01.04.19: Bergrós working on other school projects 

15.04.19: Everyone except Emil took the day off to study 

16.04.19: Kristófer and Bergrós took the day off to study/take an exam 

2 Team members get sick 3 3 9 Kristófer 

Prevention Make sure we always get enough sleep, always dress according to the weather and 
take vitamins and cod liver oil 

Minimize loss Communicate well with the team, work from home if the sickness allows, keep good 
documentation on what was done so the sick team member can catch up fast. 

Event Log 

5/02/2019: Emil got sick for a week. The team communicated with him and he 
continued to work remotely when feeling a bit better. 

11/03/2019: Hermann got sick and needed to stay home for the day. 

02/04/19: Emil got sick for a few days 

3 Web services from 
nextcode are down 

1 3 3 All 

Prevention  

Minimize loss Try to limit the dependency on web services being up 

Event Log 01/03/2019: We made our own web API so we won't have to depend on anything 
from nextcode for now. 

4 Limited React 
experience 

2 4 8 Bergrós 

Prevention Don't be afraid to ask the team members for help, we are aware of the fact that 
we have limited react knowledge and can solve problems together 

Minimize loss Work together to solve problems 

Event Log  

5 Data loss 1 4 4 All 
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Prevention Keep all our data backed up at all times in version control system where we 
commit often. 

Minimize loss Always save our work remotely on major milestones so we can revert back to a 
working product in case of emergencies. 

Event Log  

6 Company does not 
deliver what we need 

1 5 5 Hermann 

Prevention Keep up good communications with the company and request everything early 
to give the company time to provided what we need. 

Minimize loss  

Event Log  

7 IT problems 1 4 4 All 

Prevention Take good care of our computers 

Minimize loss Try to get access to a spare computer, all of our work is kept in a version control 
system and we should commit often to prevent progress loss. 

Event Log 25.03.19: Bergrós's computer won't connect properly to the internet at the office, this 
has slowed some of the work for the week of 25.03-27.03 

8 We lose our office space 
at NextCode 

1 5 5 Hermann 

Prevention Keep up good communication with the NextCode office administrator 

Minimize loss Try to get access to a new office or contact RU offices to get a dedicated workspace 
at school 

Event Log  

9 A team member quits 1 5 5 All 

Prevention Have good communication within the team and be open if we have problems 
understanding the project or working together. 

Minimize loss Hold a meeting to reorganize our workflow, contact our instructor and maybe 
reassess our requirements 

Event Log  

10 A team member needs 
to run personal errands 

4 3 12 All 

Prevention Try to schedule personal errands to other days than our official work days. 

Minimize loss If team members need to do something on work time, they should try to be quick. 

Event Log 5/03/2019: Bergrós went to a job interview 

11/03/2019: Kristófer went to a job interview 

17/04/2019: Bergrós went to a job interview 

Table 2: Risk analysis table 
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Ordered Risks 

The table below contains the risks ordered by exposure. This helped us visualize the              

risks and decide which risks to focus on. 

 

# Risk Exposure 

1 Heavy workload in other courses 16 

10 A team member needs to run personal errands 12 

2 Team members get sick 9 

4 Limited React experience 8 

7 Hardware problems 5 

9 A team member quits 5 

5 Data loss 4 

6 Company does not deliver what we need 4 

8 We lose our office space at NextCode 4 

3 Web services from nextcode are down 3 

Table 3: Risks listed in order of exposure 

Unanticipated risks 

We planned for most of the risks we encountered during development, however we             

had one risk blindside us. Sadly WuXi decided to lay off nearly half of NextCODE’s               

Icelandic branch. Árni, CLA team lead, assured the team that this would not impact              

our project in any way, and the effect was truly minimal, luckily. 
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Design 

The team decided to follow WXNC’s design guidelines. We were given access to the              

UI components used in React parts of the CSA application and used them in our               

implementation. The aim was to keep it as dynamic as possible while improving user              

experience. This will be done through User testing and iterative improvements on            

that. 

Connection between this project and CSA 

The diagram below outlines where a user will encounter the implementation. Login            

and validation have already been implemented and were therefore not a part of this              

projects scope.  

When a user has logged into CSA, he opens Studies and chooses a study to               

configure. When in there the user needs to open up Study Types where the study               

customization option is placed. Opening the study customization will then open the            

interface that this project is focused on. 

 

 

Fig 3: Diagram showing how our project connects to WXNC systems, CSA  
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Prototype 

The team created a prototype before implementing the interface to get user            

feedback. Balsamiq Cloud was the online prototyping tool chosen for the job. When             

the prototype was nearing completion, a demo was held with CLA’s QA member to              

test it. The team got some interesting pointers and was able to tweak the prototype               

based on that feedback. 

The old user-interface 

The current UI can be seen below. This view is where a user has selected the tab                 

Candidate Genes and option Dominant within that tab. In this view the fields can be               

edited. 

 

 
Fig 4: Current UI within study types in CSA 
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The prototype 

When compared to the current UI, the same tab and option has been opened. We               

improved the organization of queries by sorting them into their respective tabs. Now             

the active tab is clearly displayed on top and the content of that tab. This helps                

making the queries more readable and reduces overflow of information. 

Each query within tabs can then be expanded and collapsed. This helps to             

reduce the overflow of information. We decided to have the content of each query              

set up into three sections, based on how we would like to display them. These               

sections are not arbitrary but are based on objects within the configuration file.  

 

 

Fig 5: Two screens from our prototype  
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Progression 

For the progression chapter we will disclose all the work we have put in since the                

project has started. In the first week we setup our time sheet registration where each               

team member submits all of our working hours and description of the work for that               

time.  

Time registration 

During development of this project we put in a total of 1452 hours of work. 

In January the team put 253 hours of work into the project. Most of that time                

went into planning and defining the process for the project.  

In February the team worked on the project for 295 hours. The team got              

access to everything needed to start the programming part and was able to define              

the project structure and backlog better.  

In March the team put 270 hours of work into the project. During the course of                

the month, the team got a deeper understanding of the project at meetings with the               

company contact. Most of the work went into prototyping and kick-starting the            

programming.  

In April the team worked for 300 hours. That time was mostly spent             

programming. During this period, the team faced many problems, including          

separating the project from WXNC’s Storybook environment, storing data with          

Redux, and issues with the Travis setup. With nearly all planning work done, this              

month saw the most progress on the product itself. 

In May, the final month, the team worked for 333 hours total. The focus was               

on finishing up, polishing the user-interface and preparing for presentations. 
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Time Registration 2019 

Name Jan Feb Mar Apr May Total pr. person 

Bergrós 66.83 80.08 68.25 73.00 81.50 369.67 

Emil 51.92 58.25 71.75 58.50 82.75 323.17 

Hermann 68.50 86.00 63.75 86.00 89.50 393.75 

Kris 66.00 71.00 66.75 83.00 85.50 372.25 

Total 253.25 295.33 270.50 300.50 339.25 1,458.83 
Table 4: Time registration for the project 

Planning (02.01-08.01) 

The first two weeks mainly consisted of planning and getting everything we needed. 

During the first week we slowly managed to get setup our office and got to know our 

contacts better within the company. We started to familiarize ourselves with the 

project and go to explanation meetings with these contacts. After creating the 

timesheet and setting up our Kanban board, our first tasks were to start on most of 

the reports. 

Development Cycle 1 (14.01 - 23.01) 

During the first development cycle, we had two meetings to help us prepare for the 

project. We met Ýmir to talk about the JSON files we would be working with and then 

Vignir and Gummi to talk about work ethics and working agreements. 

We continued to work on the report as they were a priority at this point. The 

chapters worked on were: Methodology, Environment and Meetings. We also set up 

a Slack channel with our main contacts and a working agreement. 

Retrospective 

We held our first retrospective after cycle 1. We were very pleased with our 

teamwork and how the Kanban board was working for us. We felt that we lacked 

focus and needed to communicate better when a big decision was in question.  
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Development Cycle 2 (28.01 - 06.02) 

During cycle 2 we were eager to start programming. We focused on getting the dev 

environment ready and everyone signed an NDA. We held a team meeting and drew 

a roadmap to help us understand the project better. In the second week we were 

able to start programming by making a dynamic JSON renderer. 

We also worked on the risk analysis report and set up a presentation for the 

other students of the course. 

Retrospective 

For this cycle the team felt good about the standups and retrospective meetings, 

they were helping us communicate. Coffee was also mentioned as we kept up our 

positive attitude by taking short breaks for a coffee run and chats. We were not to 

happy about our time management, showing up late and such. Everyone felt we 

needed to show more respect to each other and show up on time. We did discuss 

some possible roadblocks and problems to be aware of and that was mostly not 

having clear enough goals. Something we wanted to keep doing was to set 

milestones to help us set clear goals for this project. 

 

 

Fig 6: Retrospective 06.02.2019  
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Development Cycle 3 (11.02 - 20.02) 

We were able to have a meeting with our contact, Árni, to get a better and more 

visual understanding of the data we are working with. We held a team meeting after 

that and created a burn-up chart based on our road map from the last cycle. This 

helped us realize how to allocate our time and realize our definition of done. 

Programming continued and we implemented a simple API and set up Travis 

integration. We Rest of the time went into creating a presentation and updating our 

reports for status meeting 1.  

Retrospective 

The team was in high spirits after a good status meeting the school representatives. 

The meeting with Árni also helped us greatly and we got a better understanding of 

the project. The major things that we felt was holding us back were not being 

organized enough and not starting to work straight away. Otherwise we were overall 

happy with our progress. 

 

 

Fig 7: Retrospective 20.02.2019 
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Development Cycle 4 (25.02 - 06.03) 

At this point we continued our work on the API while also working on a prototype. 

Near the end of this cycle we demoed the prototype for the CLA team’s QA engineer 

and had a little chat. Some questions were raised but overall the demo went well so 

we could move forward with the design. We also managed to display the JSON data 

correctly along with editing fields. 

Retrospective 

The team was overall happy with the status of the project. We had been working well 

in teams of two and had finished the prototype and started programming. We all felt 

like job seeking and other smaller things were taking up too much time during work 

hours. We also felt like we needed to focus better on planning and following the 

backlog. 

 

 

Fig 8: Retrospective 06.03.2019 
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Development Cycle 5 (11.03 - 20.03) 

This cycle is one week longer for scheduling reasons. 

 

We started to divide the prototype into the components we would have to make. 

Planning how to move forward with the design from paper to programming. After that 

we started setting up the components and displaying the queries. We spent some 

time updating our backlog and reports for status meeting 2. We also held a demo for 

the CLA team by creating a short story and walking through the program. 

Retrospective 

The team agreed the demo that was held for the CLA team was a great success and 

provided us with useful insights. We felt that we had lately been neglecting our 

Kanban board. We also discussed whether we were losing focus and losing track of 

our current goals. Everyone in the group had experienced stress from other courses 

lately and we agreed this was having an impact on our work. 

 

 

Fig 9: Retrospective 20.03.2019 
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Development Cycle 6 (25.03 - 03.04) 

We started looking into Redux to store our data properly and make editing/adding 

easier. There were some issues with this and it took some time, like getting the 

webpack to work. We also optimized the more complicated components such as 

query parameters for correct data usage. 

Retrospective 

The main topic for this retrospective was attendance, it had not been very good since 

the previous retrospective. It was something we needed to work on but other issues 

kept getting in the way, like assignments in other courses. At that point we had some 

concerns about the state of the project. It had been progressing slower than we had 

initially hoped as we regularly ran into problems we had not anticipated. Still, we 

were hopeful that we would see more progress during the three week course, with all 

other distractions out of the way. 

 

 

Fig 10: Retrospective 03.04.2019 
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Development Cycle 7 (08.04 - 18.04) 

After some discussion, we decided to move the project to a standalone application. 

We had some dependency issues with Redux while the project was surrounded by 

other WXNC packages. We also continued to refactor the drill-in query component. 

After that we took a look at Jest for testing the app and resolved an unexpected 

Travis issue. 

Retrospective 

Everyone had some other work to do, tests or assignments. As a result, we took 

some time off from the final project. The aforementioned Travis issue severely 

impacted our work during most of the second week and we lost a lot of time. 

On a more positive note, we had been getting a lot of help from the CLA team, 

who were very happy to help. 

 

 

Fig 11: Retrospective 18.04.2019 
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Development Cycle 8 (22.04 - 03.05) 

For this cycle we were able to get a lot more done as other courses had finished. We 

worked on displaying the user-made changes for each query. This is an 

improvement over the current user interface. We had some issues with webpacks 

and had to focus on getting the WXNC components to work in our app. 

Retrospective 

We were happy to have gotten some work done during the easter break. The 

changes taking place at the company were discussed, as we feared they might 

negatively affect our project.  

 

 

Fig 12: Retrospective 03.05.2019 
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Development Cycle 9 (06.05 - 10.05) 

We continued working on implementing the ability for users to edit queries and view 

changes. The rest of the week went into fixing a lot of minor problems that we 

encountered during testing.  We updated our reports and presentation for the final 

status meeting. After the meeting we went over what needed to be done before the 

final presentation. 

Retrospective 

The team was pleased that chef Glen was back from sick leave. As before, job 

hunting was getting in the way of progress. We agreed that the fact that the final 

demonstration was nearing would boost our productivity. We would be presenting 

our product to the company the following week and thought it might be a good 

chance to practice how to present our project. 

 

 

Fig 13: Retrospective 10.05.2019  
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Development Cycle 10 (13.05 - 17.05) 

 

This was the last week of the project and the team had already finished most of the 

work. The team mainly worked on finishing reports and styling the user interface of 

our system. We sent a draft of our final report to our instructor and received valuable 

feedback which we used to improve our report. We also worked on our 

presentations, both for the school and WXNC. As this was the last development 

cycle no retrospective was held. 
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Conclusion 

Process and methodology 

The whole process of this project was very informative. At the start of the semester               

we discussed back and forth the techniques and processes we wanted to use, how              

we wanted to gauge our progress and so on. 

We felt early on the need and value in discussing decisions. When things             

were not discussed the collective team awareness lowered drastically. It was           

suggested by members of WXNC to keep a document of each decision that the team               

could reflect on when needed. We planned to follow this advice, however when we              

dove into the work we soon forgot to but feel like it would have helped us. We often                  

questioned our biggest decisions we had forgotten the reason for, like moving to             

redux and standalone application. 

As a small team it rarely happened that not everyone was on board with what               

the others were doing. To keep everyone on track the daily standups helped us a lot.                

On normal days they were short but if there was something to discuss they could go                

on for a while. Retrospectives also played a big part in us refining our process,               

although the accumulated refinement might be negligible. Reflecting back on our           

work regularly was a useful platform to discuss our failures and shortcomings but             

also what went well and what to stick to. Though we may not have known how to                 

make the most out of these meetings they certainly helped and prepared us for such               

meetings that we will inevitably be a part of in the future. 

On the whole, the team agreed that the use of the Kanban methodology was              

a success. Following the structure went well most of the time, although at times we               

neglected the Kanban board because of heavy workload in the project and in other              

courses. In hindsight, the Scrum methodology might have helped as it has a tighter              

structure and Kaban has a steeper learning curve because of its freedom for             

implementation. Regardless we followed the methodology well in our opinion and it            

helped us greatly. 
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Development 

Setting up a development environment and the processes we set out to use was              

time consuming. As we were only doing this project part time to begin with it took                

even longer than what we would have wanted. The first thing we wanted up and               

running was a small app running with an API, a testing suite and CI. As one thing                 

dragged on other tasks took the backseat. Therefore things like testing and using an              

API dragged on. When testing finally was added we only used it for pure javascript               

logic, not the React components. This is in part due to time constraints but also lack                

of knowledge in how to test React or UIs for that matter. Getting to researching that                

dragged on as implementing other things was deemed more important. This is            

something we consider a failure on our part as untested code is essentially legacy              

code. Even though this could have been better, in the end the project is more about                

the process than the product. 

The product we were meant to implement was very loosely defined. It had a              

specific place in the overall system it is meant for, and it has a specific purpose but                 

how it was to be implemented and to what extent was completely up to us. At first                 

the project was overwhelming. A lot of time was spent meeting up with WXNC              

employees to get to know the product and use cases. As the project went on we                

appreciated the open-ended definition. We set the scope and size of the project             

ourselves. We set out to implement a particular part of the service and did exactly               

that. We were provided with as much help as we wanted from everywhere within the               

company along with access to the office at all hours. That came in handy when               

under pressure and the team met to work on the project over weekends or holidays               

on a few occasions. 

To begin with we set out to develop a UI on top of a subset of the options that                   

could be edited. The plan was to use that basis to implement the rest. Components               

created should, and technically can, be used for otherwise unseen input data.            

However, as we only implemented the subset we started with we never checked if              

that was completely true in praxis. In any case it was a part of our design philosophy                 

as that is what is the core idea in React. 
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When the course was more that halfway through and we were still working on              

the initial subset it was apparent that we were not going to implement the rest. That                

is no failure in our minds. We had no idea how long things would really take when                 

planning. The idea was to get a feel for how long tasks would really take over time.                 

We did not manage to tune this well. Often tasks would get out of hand as                

unexpected problems came up. This meant we would essentially be working on 2 or              

3 tickets at once, either because one ticket was broken down afterwards or because              

when working on a ticket new problems would arise. In light of this the Kanban board                

was nice to have and we were more confident in our initial choice of methodology.  

Future plans 

We developed our project with the idea that it would always be encased in a bigger                

system. Now, at the end of the project, it has become clear that our code will never                 

be used, but rather the UI concepts we developed for the data provided. The CLA               

team will look at our code and might choose to use our ideas in their own                

implementation. Therefore, when we hand over the code it will hopefully be            

documented well enough for others to use. The code is the property of WXNC and               

will remain on their GitHub. 
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